


THE SETUPKIT INCLUDES

CAN MOUNTS

POLES

FLYING DISC BASES

BAGFLYER

It’s easy to assemble. The poles clip together using 
a crutch pin system, push them into the bases and 
the mount clips on top for your can to sit on.

1X FLYING DISC

2X POLES, 6X PARTS

2X BASES

2X CAN MOUNTS

1X TRAVEL BAG



Being a new product our first finished goods 
production cost is high with a minimum order of 
1000 units. On top of this the pandemic has brought 
soaring shipping rates which has effected the 
product landed unit cost into the UK.

Our cost price is reflected based on these factors 
above to ensure buyers retain a large margin whilst 
we still retain the covering charges and expenses in 
the short term.

Canoff Game

RRP – £39.99
COST PRICE – £21.66
SALES PROFIT (ex VAT) – £11.67

Availability: 

Only launched in August this year we have actively 
worked to get CanOff recognised as a fun packed 
game with a strong brand awareness. 

The first production batch landed in the UK and is 
ready for the Christmas, Spring and Summer market. 
Our social media pages are very active and building 
followers daily.

PRODUCT COST



6-10M

HOW TO PLAY

It’s simple: two teams, two poles, two cans and one 
flying disc ….

Score points by knocking the other teams can off a 
pole.  The first team to ten points wins! 

Two points for hitting the can clean off, one point 
for hitting the pole and the can falls off, but, hit the 
can or pole and the other team catches the can, 
then that team is awarded a point. But be careful, 
a mistake knocking your own can off will lose you 
one point! Additional rules can be applied such as 
penalties and play with one hand.

Wherever you are and who you play with, Canoff is a 
thrilling competitive game to play by all ages. 

You can play Canoff anywhere with outdoor space, 
it’s a fun game for everyone to enjoy! Let the fun 
can off battle begin!

CLICK TO PLAY VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjFBpl4FbSA


THE PACKAGING

The Canoff game comes with a drawstring 
waterproof bag perfect for taking it to the park, the 
beach, camping or any other adventures.

To pack up, the flying disc and mounts have been 
designed to neatly compact down into the bases, 
and can be stored in the bag provided. 



Coming soon.....
www.canoff.co.uk
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